Towards Coordination of Country Work
Achieving SDG 3.6: a strategic and partnership approach

Issues identified in 2016 in relation to working together in country:
• lack of coordination between agencies and sectors
• potential synergies exist but many are not utilised
• working collaboratively in countries may help ensure that other partners in country are implementing evidence-based interventions

Agreement to map country/regional activities/initiatives to:
• obtain a good international picture of what is happening where
• identify gaps or insufficient efforts
• promote collaboration among key road safety stakeholders
• avoid missed opportunities for collaboration
• avoid duplication

Led by GRSP, a small working group established to examine strategies for enhancing greater coordination at the country-level and develop a strategy on country action
Summary of decisions from UNRSC Meeting, November 2016

• Scope and range of countries
  • Start with all UNRSC members

• Types of data to be collected
  • Member name
  • Country/ies of activity
  • Pillar/s of activity
  • Status in each country: Active, Interested
  • Project status: Current, Completed, Planned
  • Link to member websites – can be multiple languages
  • Generic contact details
Summary of decisions from UNRSC Meeting, November 2016

• How and when to collect
  • Web-based tool
  • Electronic collection twice yearly, prior to UNRSC meetings
  • GRSP offered to manage data collection via email of simple .xls file
  • Not a perfect collection system, but better than relying on voluntary updates by all members

• Must be
  • readily accessible
  • not overly detailed
  • easily updated
  • easily maintained
Filter the map by:
- Member
- Country
- Pillar of Activity

- The interactive mapping tool would use existing GRSP mapping functionality
- It will appear within the UNRSC page
By country:
- **Member Organization**
- **Government Dept.** (where relevant)
- **Status**
  - Active/Interested
- **Policy area**
  - (eg. Vehicle standards)
- **Pillar of Activity**
  - (with link)
- **Contact point**

Data to be provided to GRSP for upload, in first instance, via simple .xls file.
Progress Update

• Upgrade to GRSP website and supporting mapping platform was scheduled for completion by end of 2016
• Delay experienced in refining mapping tool and site interactivity
• Revised website launched February 2017
• Content of initial approach email to all members and accompanying .xls file drafted
• Change of GRSP CEO

• Suggest pilot the tool in a subgroup of members first to assess feasibility; then roll out to all members from May 2017

• Suggest reforming of initial working group to progress ongoing county coordination efforts
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Thank you for your input and attention